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1 - The Concert and A bad Cyborg

Scene Set: You see the Titans living room and there is Cyborg playing video games looking depressed.

Star: *to Robin* Cyborg is lacking the booyas and not behaving in his normal manners…Robin? What is
wrong?

Rob: He's just sad that Lilly hasn't called.

Rav: *just walking in* Is Cyborg still sad about his girlfriend?

Cy: No… I'm not sad because I have a new one, and she hasn't called.

Rob: Cy this is cheating… Lilly will call soon.

Cy: I don't care I like this girl better.

BB walks in looking as happy as Starfire if Robin would ask her out.

BB: DUDES!!! I GOT FIRST ROW TICKETS TO A GIRLS IN RED CONCERT!

Rob: The Girls In Red! They rock!

Star: Robin. Who are these girls in red?

Rob: A huge band! They base some of their songs on us or our adversaries.

Star: Oh! That is coolness correct?

Rob: Yeah.

Cy: How many tickets are there?

BB: 7! One for me, one for Star, one for Robin, one for Raven, one for Cyborg one for Terra and an
extra!

Cy: Can Abby have the ticket?

BB: Who's Abby?

Cy: My girlfriend.

BB: I thought Lilly was your girlfriend.



Cy: Well she isn't anymore.

BB: Well here's the ticket.

Cy: Thanks! *Grabs ticket and kisses it*

BB: Weird. Even for me.

Doorbell: Ding-Dong.

Cy: Oh that must be Abby!

Abby: Hey! What's up!

Cy: How are ya!

Abby: Cool baby how `bout you!

Cy: Chillin'

Abby: Cool!

Star: *looks at the happy couple and starts to sob but quickly pulls herself together and tells herself that
Robin does love her.

Rob: The concerts soon we should go…

Cy: O.K, Robin you'll have to take Star my car needs room for Abby.

BB: C'mon you guys we don't want to miss their first concert!!!!

Cy: O.K lets go.

On Robin's motorcycle.

Star: Robin the destination of reach is soon approaching, correct?

Rob: Were almost there.

Star: Robin…I wish to stop. *thinks* Wait! You must not tell him!

Rob: O.K...

They stop near the park and Starfire sits on the bench.

Rob: Star are you O.K?



Star: Physically yes….

Rob: Star, if something is wrong you can tell me.

Star: Robin… when I met you, you were serious and Slade was the only thing on your mind…still I found
you…interesting and I realized that I really….

Rob: Love you?

Star: *nods head in shame looks at Robin and says* I'm sorry…I'm so foolish…you probably don't feel…

Rob: Starfire, this is hard for me to say but I love you too.

Star: *With big sparkly eyes and little hearts floating around her* really?

Rob: Really.

They lean in to kiss.

Cy: Hey get a room! HAHAHAHAHA! See ya at the concert!

Rob: Ummmm lets go.

Star: agreed.

They drive off

To Be Continued…………………………………….   



2 - The Concert

At the concert.

Lead Singer: Hey Jump City!

All of the people including the Titans: HEY!

Lead Singer: You know that you have the legendary TEEN TITANS! Right?!

All: YEAH!

Lead Singer: Well then you'll enjoy this concert along with my new song CONTROL FREAK!

All (not the Titans): YEAH!

*to the tune of Stacey's Mom*

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek

Hey Control Freak did I ever tell you?

Tell you

That you always pop out of the blu-u-ue

Out of the blue

You know that you're fat and ugly

Ugly

While you think that Star will find you cute and cu-u-uddly

Cuddly

You know you're not an average boy like you used to be… you're big and round and can't you see?

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek



No one will ever like you

All you do is watch TV! While sitting on you're tushie

I know you are a gee-ek stupid Control Freak.

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek

Hey Control Freak have you ever missed a special?

Special

And have you ever created something not su-uperfical 

Superficial

 You know that in this world you need to know

Need to know

How to function without watching a sho-o-ow

Watching a show

You know you're not an average boy like you used to be… you're big and round and can't you see?

Control Freak you're su-u-uch a geek

No one will ever like you

All you do is watch TV! While sitting on you're tushie

I know you are a gee-ek stupid Control Freak.

BB: Sweet!

Terra: I love that song!

Rav: It was accurate.

Star: That is the “ultimate coolness!”

Rob: That was really good, what do you think Cy? Cy?



Robin turns around to find Cyborg making out with Abby.

Rob: Never mind.

Lead Signer: And now a song dedicated to those Titan Sweethearts! ROBIN AND STARFIRE!

BB: This is another reason why I like this band.

Lead Signer: Why don't you two come on up along with my Boyfriend CYBORG!

Everyone cheers except the Titans.

Rob: Uh Cy… you better stop...

Lead Signer (Lilly you know who it is): Hey why don't you shine the spotlight on them!

The spotlight moves to the Titans seats and Cyborg and Abby are still making out.

Lilly: There he…..*Looks in shock and despair* Hey Cy? Umm can you get a minute?

Cy: Who is it can't I have some priva… (Stops and looks at Lilly who is crying) Lilly?

Cyborg lets go of Abby and blushes and says

Cy: Oh Hey! You are lookin' good girl!

Lilly: Just shut up and go away. (throws the mic at Cyborg and yells) The concert is over…sorry.

Lilly runs off the stage.

One man in the crowd: Hey Cyborg you just broke a pop star's heart! Jerk!

Cy: But I thought that…

BB: Dude the reason I got first row tickets is because I knew it was Lilly…she wanted to surprise you.

Cy: Ooops

Communicator rings.

Rob: Who is it?

Lilly: It's me, umm can I stay at you're place tonight?

Rob: Sure.

Abby: Cyborg enough chatting lets get back to the tower and get this party started!



Cy: Sure. You're better than her any way.

To Be Continued…………………………………



3 - Holidays, Home movies and Forgiveness?

At the tower

Rob: Lilly were…(is stopped by Mas y Menos who are now standing at the door)

M y M: Robin! Como est tas?

Bee: Hey you two get back here!

Rob: When did you guys get here?

Aqua: A little while after you left.

Speed: We wanted to hear about the concert!

Bee: But instead we heard crying coming from the crime lab. (Looks at Cyborg) FROM A GIRL WHO 
WAS YOU'RE GIRLFRIEND UNTIL YOU CHEATED ON HER!

Cy: Hey how would you feel if you're boyfriend didn't call you for two months?

Lilly: Bad.

Cy: Um hi listen I'm.

Lilly: Sorry I got mad at you. (she looks up showing her red eyes from crying while Cyborg stands in
shock) I really over reacted I mean I should have called you and I'm sorry.

Cy: Apology accepted.

BB: LILLY! HELLO? THE GUY CHEATED ON YOU! ABBY IS STILL IN THE CAR!

Lilly: I know but hey, he's human….I mean robot but wait Abby? Wait what does she look like?

BB: Black hair, tall, tan, Bluish green eyes.

Lilly: I'm gonna kill her.

Lilly stomps out of the room all the Titans and Titans east follow her

Lilly: ABBY! YOU GET OUT HERE NOW!

Abby: Hey girl!



Lilly: You know Cyborg is my boyfriend?

Abby: Oh! Crud I'm sorry I had no idea……you can have him back.

Lilly: Oh O.K

Cy; You know each other?

Lilly: Oh yeah best friends in the 7th grade.

Abby: Yeah she was MS101

Rav: And that stands for what?

Abby: Math Stupidity 101

Lilly: And let's not forget EEFF

Star: And what is the purpose of which that serves?

Lilly: English Exam Failing Friend

Speed: So you're both idiots right?

Aqua Lad and Speedy tumble over in laughter

Lilly: And that makes you mini Robin and Leotard guy right?

Every one besides Aqua Lad and Speedy tumbles over in laughter

Aqua: Very funny.

Mas: Si.

Menos: Aqua Lad y Speedy….HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Lilly: Whoa! I crack myself up.

Cy: Hey Lilly

Lilly: Yeah?

Cy: Were good right?

Lilly: Frosty.



BB: Hey that reminds me! The holidays are coming up right?

Rav: Yeah so?

BB: We've got to go Christmas shopping!

Rob: Shoot I forgot!

Star: Agreed! We must journey to the mall of shopping!

Lilly: Don't forget Hanukah!

Cy: What?

Lilly: I'm Jewish.

Cy: Oh.

Abby: Yeah she's always been and always will

Lilly: Put a sock in it Abby

Abby: Sorry

Rob: So let's go!

Cy: O.K

Lilly: Abby and I will take my car.

Cy: The Titans and I will go in mine.

Bee: The Titans East and I will go in our T-Ship.

Rob: O.K then…TITANS SHOP!

At the mall

Star: Oh I do not know what to purchase for my friends…(looks and sees a Hot Topic) Friend Raven
would shop in this store!

30 minutes later

Star: Oh friend Raven will love this (Star looks in the bag and giggles)

You go to Robin



Rob: What an I get Star…(looks to side and sees a Victoria's Secret) Robin you pervert!

(Looks to other side and sees a Anthropology) Perfect!

20 minutes later

Rob: I hope she likes this.

You go to BB

BB: Dude! What do I get Terra?

BB turns and sees a little cart selling little silver trinkets.

BB: Umm do you have any necklaces?

Sales man: Why of course

BB: Sweet!

You go to Raven

Rav: What to get Aqua Lad

Sees a Dicks sporting goods

Rav: O.K….. *walks in*

40 min later

Rav: Um now for the rest of the Titans

Bee: What can I get Speedy…

Sees a Bed Bath and Beyond

Bee: Hair products duh!

You go to Speedy

Speed: Maybe if I get the little twins something to play with they won't play with my gel.

Sees a Toys R Us

Speed: Awesome!

You go to Aqua Lad



Aqua: O.K what do I get for Bee…

Sees a Icing

Aqua: I should go there.

You go to Mas y Menos

(I can't write Spanish so the are going to speak English sorry!)

Mas: What would Starfire like…

Sees a LTD

Menos: Oh she would like that!

You go to Cyborg

Cy: Lilly…what do I get her…

Sees a Kay jewelers

Cy: Booya!

You go to Terra

Terra: What would BB like?

Sees a pet store

Terra: Rock on!

You go to Lilly

Lilly: Man what do I get the team…

Sees a Pier 1 Imports

Lilly: Got it!

You go to Abby

Abby: Nothing seems right…

Sees a build a bear



Abby: Perfect!

All the Titans and Titans East and girls go home put the presents away and go to the main room.

BB: Let's watch a movie.

All: Groan

BB: Not WICKED SCARY

All: Hooray!

BB: How about SUPER NINJA SHOWDOWN 8!

All: Groan

BB: Um ATTACK OF THE PROTOZOIDS?

All: Groan

BB: How about…

Lilly: How about you don't choose a movie

All (except BB): Hooray! Joy to the world BB's movies weren't picked!

Lilly: We could watch a home movie I made….

Cy: Cool.

Lilly puts on the movie you now see the screen

Lilly's face appears close to the monitor.

Lilly: Is this thing on? *tap tap tap* O.K welcome to…Titans Tower! First on our list is the living room!
Here you see grumpy old Raven reading!

Rav: get the camera out of my face.

Lilly: What…do you have zits?

All the Titans except Raven laugh. Raven seizes the camera and breaks it with massive force.

Lilly: O.K we're back and now to Robin's room!

Lilly peeks the camera through the door and you see Robin with some flowers.



Rob: Starfire… I really like no um…hey Star! How's it going! No…..Starfire will you be my…

Lilly: Girlfriend?

Rob: WHAT! How did you get here!? AHHH! Is this on tape?! Aw man!

Lilly: Whoa Romeo! Don't get your spandex in a knot! On to the next room!

Lilly continues to walk down the corridor

Lilly: Now for Raven's room. Shhhhh.

Lilly walks in to the room

Lilly: Wow very spooky… why does Raven have Aqua Lad's picture? Oh well…on to BB's room!

Lilly enters BB's room.

Lilly: Whoa boy! BB get some deodorant! Hey look at this *picks up book* Goals of my life By: Beastie
Boy. Goal 1 find a girlfriend…Goal 2 get a moped….Goal 3 eat the most tofu and get in the world records
book. O.K that is strange but Oh well on to Cyborg's room!

Lilly walks down the corridor and is stopped by Beast Boy.

BB: Hey is that a camera? Ooo! Film me!

Lilly: O.K Here is Beast Boy (BB is flexing) the worlds biggest nerd!

BB: Hey cut it out!

Lilly: O.K but I gotta go!

BB: Fine…*mumbles* little miss goody-goody grrr.

Lilly: Look! This is Cy's room! Wow he seems to still like Jinx! He's a player! Any way now let's go to…oh
crud I'm out of tape!

Screen goes blank.

To Be Continued……………………………………………………………



4 - Robin and Star, Lilly Godess

Lilly: I know that that was embarrassing but….

Bee: Are you kidding that was hilarious!

Aqua: Yeah! That is some quality footage

All Titans look at the Titans East with the angry mark

Speed: So Robin have you and Star, you know, tied the knot *nudges Robin with elbow*

Rob: It's none of your business

Star: *looking crushed* You mean we are not the boyfriend and girlfriend?

Rob: Umm…

All of the Titans and Titans East gather round to see what Robin will say.

Rob: Star can I talk to you in private?

Star: yes

Robin takes Star's hand and leads her into the hall

Star: Robin…I do not understand, why do you not want to be the couple?

Rob: Star, I'm not good at sharing my feelings but….I don't want anyone who I'm attached to get hurt.

Star: Robin…I…still do not understand.

Rob: Star if you want to understand me you must take off my………..mask.

Star: But Robin if I do then I won't see you the same.

Rob: That's kind of the point.

Star peels of Robin's mask revealing sapphire eyes, the most beautiful eyes she has ever seen.

Star: Robin…why do you hide your eyes when they are so beautiful.

Rob: because



Lilly slams through the door

Lilly: *looking happy as ever and trying to embarrass them* So have you two…

Lilly sees Robin's eyes looks mortified and suddenly begins to shiver.

Lilly: Oh my head…

Lilly holds her head as Robin quickly puts his mask back on. Lilly looks into Starfire's eyes looks even
more scared than before and begins to hyper ventilate

Rob: Lilly! Are you O.K?

Lilly: I have to go…

Lilly dashes out of the room only to walk into Cyborg

Cy: *noticing that she's acting weird* Lilly are you feeling alright?

Lilly looks into Cyborg's eye and begins to have mini seizure

Cy: Lilly!?

Lilly runs out of the room tripping all over herself

Rob: Follow her we need to find out what's wrong

Lilly: Runs and see Raven. Raven turns and sees Lilly. Lilly sees Raven's eyes and starts to cry
uncontrollably

Rav: Lilly what's wrong?

Lilly turns to Raven and looks at her with a deep terror and runs off. Lilly Runs into Beast Boy and sees
his eyes.

BB: Lilly?

Lilly: Ah…souls…dreams…despair

Lilly now falls to the ground still crying and all, she gets up and runs into Terra sees her eyes and runs
into the crime lab.

Terra: BB what's wrong with Lilly?

BB: I don't



Lilly: AHHHHHHHHHHHH!

Rob: Lilly you need to come out!

Lilly: I can't! AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!

Abby: What's going on?

Rob: Well I took of my mask and Lilly saw my eyes

Abby: You're unmasked eyes!? This is bad I have to go get her.

Rob: What? Why?

Abby: I just do.

Rob: Why?

Abby: *Seeing something behind Robin* Wha-whats that!?

Some ghostly white figures float down

Spirit 1: Lilly saw the eyes of pain

Spirit 2: She needs to find her power

Spirit 3: For if she doesn't win this game

Spirit 4: There will be disaster.

One of them comes down looking creeped out

Spirit 5: Oh cut the crud you guys, we need to help her…you're the Titans right?

Titans: yeah.

Spirit 5: When she gets out of there you have got to help her on her journey.

Cy: What journey?

Spirit 5: She must get the rest of her essence powers to become goddess.

All: GODDESS!?

Spirit 5: Goddess of the essences so she can take the throne before Mark.

All: MARK!?



Spirit 5: Mark and Blackfire are taking over the essence planet she must get her powers to stop them
and assume the throne.

Cy: If she becomes queen will she be able to see us?

Spirit 5: Sadly no…but when she turns 20 she will be looking for a king

Cy: Perfect!

Spirit 5: The Titans must go with her though

Titans: You got it!

Spirit 5: Good I wish you luck on your journey!

To Be Continued……………………………………………………….



5 - What happened and Quest Tunes

Lilly comes out of the lab eyes red from crying she is looking very pale

Rob: Lilly…are you O.K?

Lilly: *hugs Robin* I'm so sorry

Rob: *pushing her away* For what?

Lilly: For what happened to you *give Robin a sad stare* from that incident…with your parents.

All titans gasp

Rob: *in shock* How do you know about that?!

Lilly: I knew what happened before you met me…I just never saw it through your eyes.

Rob: How did you see it through my eyes?

Lilly: Well your eyes are like windows to your soul so once I saw yours it triggered something and then I
saw everybody's whose eyes I saw.

Rav: Wow

Terra: Whoa

BB: *imitating a goth dude* Whoa that's deep man, really deep.

Rav: *slapping him* Shut your face.

BB: Fine…*mumbles* party pooper

Rav: *slapping him again* Shut your face…if I have to tell you one more time I'll kick you.

BB: O.K, O.K gosh

Terra: Well even though I love this BB gets beat up by Raven multiple times don't we have something to
tell Lilly?

Star: Oh yes…friend Lilly the spirits of the Essence Planet came.

Abby: You have to go save your planet before Mark and Blackfire take over the throne.



Lilly: HIM!? Uh this guy is getting on my last nerve.

Rav: I feel you're pain *looking at Beast Boy*

BB: Hey! Who made you queen?

Raven kicks BB al the way down the hall and then you hear a faint voice.

BB: Help me…

Terra; I'll get him

Bee: Hey Lilly. On this quest thingy-ma-bobber can we come with you?

Speed: Please?

Aqua: Yeah please?

M y M: Por favor senorita?

Lilly: Yes, yes, yes and si.

Titans East: Yeah!

Lilly: Well let's not waste time! Abby you can stay and watch the tower.

Abby: Cool.

Lilly: Terra you can come with me in my car…it can handle space travel.

Terra: Fine with me.

Rob: O.K then TITANS LAUNCH!

Somewhere in space

Lilly: The Essence Planet is a while away why not some tunes?

Rob: I'm game.

Rav: Whatever.

BB: Cool.

Terra: O.K



Cy: Why not?

Bee: The Titans east agree.

Lilly: O.K then *pops in c.d*

Over the speakers you hear BB.

BB: Hellooooooooooooooooo! Jump City! This is ultimate pop star BB playing your favs and here's
veggie boy by me!

*to the tune of Hollaback Girl*

Uh huh this my tofu all the carnivores got me feelin' like this.

Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I ain't no meat eaten boy. I
ain't no meat eaten boy. Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I
ain't no meat eaten boy. I ain't no meat eaten boy.

Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my
tofu this my tofu.

I heard that you were eaten meat and you didn't think that I would notice!

People see you eaten like that getting everybody hammed up!

So I'm ready to attack gonna lead the pack gonna get some tofu and take you out!

That's right put your bacon down getting everybody hammed up!

 Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I ain't no meat eaten boy.
I ain't no meat eaten boy. Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I
ain't no meat eaten boy. I ain't no meat eaten boy.

Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my
tofu this my tofu.

So that's right dude when I hit the meat.

Cyborg said that's it's to eat!

Both of wanna eat what we want but there can only be one!

So I'm gonna fight gonna give it my all gonna make you fall gonna eat my tofu!

That's right I'm last one eating and everyone bites the dust.



Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I ain't no meat eaten boy. I
ain't no meat eaten boy. Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I
ain't no meat eaten boy. I ain't no meat eaten boy.

Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my
tofu this my tofu.

LET ME HEAR YOU SAY

This tofu vegetarian

v-e-g-g-i-e

THIS TOFU VEGETARIAN

V-E-G-G-I-E

Again this tofu vegetarian

v-e-g-g-i-e

THIS TOFU VEGETARIAN

V-E-G-G-I-E

Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I ain't no meat eaten boy. I
ain't no meat eaten boy. Few times I've been around that track so I'm not just gonna be like that cause I
ain't no meat eaten boy. I ain't no meat eaten boy.

Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my tofu this my tofu. Ooo this my
tofu this my tofu.

THANK YOU JUMP CITY AND GOODNIGHT!

The tape ends and all the titans sit for a minute in shock then burst out laughing except for BB who is
now blushing.

BB: That was a private tape!

Terra: But *giggles* what were you gonna do with it anyway?

They all start laughing again.

Rav: *giggles* BB you have some talent as a comedian cause *giggles* I can't stop laughing.

They all laugh again.



Bee: So are you gonna v-e-g-g-i-e your way to the Essence planet?

All the Titans go into hysterics.

Lilly: I have a tape of Robin here too

Speed: PLAY IT!!!! PLEASE PLAY IT!!!

Lilly: O.K

*pops the tape in*

You hear Robin on the tape.

Alright you've heard it from Batman now hear it from me *takes deep breath*

Nananananananana Bird Boy! 

Nananananananana Bird Boy!

 Bird Boy! 

Bird Boy!

 Bird Boy! 

The tape ends all the Titans laugh so hard that they start to cry.

Speed: I can't *laughs* I can't *laughs* I can't stop laughing!

Lilly: Well you better `cause were here! 

To Be Continued…………………………………………………….



6 - The Flower Realm

The Titans land on the Essence planet.

Mas: Ai

Menos: Crumba!

They look around and you see gray grass black trees without leaves flowers that are wilted and white.
The sky is a nauseating dark green

Lilly: No…

Cy: What is it?

Lilly: This is the flower realm and everything is dying…

Lilly tenderly picks up a flower in her hand. Gingerly she touches it and a petal falls off.

Lilly: When I was here as a little girl…when I lived here…the sky was blue the grass green and all the
flowers looked like a rainbow across the field.

Speed: Well this place is a dump

BB: Yeah

Lilly: That's because evil has taken over, Mark must already be on the throne

Suddenly a small child comes out of nowhere she is wearing a pale orange dress with a dead flower
behind her ear.

Child: Goddess Lilly…you have returned.

Lilly: Petal, did Mark and Blackfire do this?

Petal: Yes they have taken Flora she is in the castle being held captive by one of their soldiers, Fred.

Aqua: Fred?! HAHAHAHA THAT'S A STUPID NAME FOR A SOILDER!

Speed: I agree! HAHAHAHAHAHAHA

Lilly: Laugh if you want but if Fred decides to kill Flora the Flower Goddess all the plants here and on
every planet will die!



Aqua: Oh

Speed: Sorry…

Lilly: C'mon we need to go get her.

They run off to a castle. The castle is dark and creepy.

BB: Umm I'll stay behind.

BB now hides behind Robin

Rob: We can't if you don't help you'll have to *gives BB a dire look* eat meat.

BB: Eeep! O.K, O.K I'll go

They enter the castle

Fred: Who dares try to enter the castle of doom?

Lilly: Me… first off it's the castle of flowers, second we're gonna kick you're butt if you don't let Flora go
and third…I never thought you would defy your own queen.

Fred: *comes out of the shadows he is big and fat with a raggedy shirt and very baggy pants* Well the
queen never helped my family when we needed it most.

Lilly: But I did now let Flora go.

Fred: No she was an awful queen.

Lilly: You're forgetting the only reason why she didn't help you was because you and your family were
criminals and in jail!

Fred: That is why I serve Blackfire she knows what's it's like to be in jail. HIYA!

Fred swings at them. Robin opens fire at him with his exploding discs. Speedy comes from behind and
shoots some arrows which are crushed by Fred. Fred then swings again at Bee and Terra who were
coming to help Robin and Speedy. Star and BB go in to attack with Aqua Lad in front. Fred takes his
enormous hands a simply pushes BB and Aqua Lad out of the way. Star and Lilly are the only ones left.
Fred looks at Star and suddenly topples over.

Lilly: STAR THAT'S IT!

Star: What is the it?

Lilly: You! Since you are my friend and you retrieved a crystal for me… wait what color was that crystal?



Star: I believe the color of orange.

Lilly: Star do you see that Lady up there?

Lilly points to a Lady in a bright orange dress. The lady has Green hair and yellow skin yet is very pretty.

Lilly: I'm going to get her free you must defeat Fred and sit on that throne behind him.

Star: Why?

Lilly: When you sit on the throne the power of flowers will go into my body completing the first part of the
quest and saving all the plants on earth.

Star: O.K

Star lunges into battle Fred seizes her and takes her in his hands. Star then kicks him backwards
making him fall. Then stomps on him making him go unconscious. Lilly is trying to untie the knots from
the unconscious lady know as Flora. The knots come free and the lady wakes up.

Flora: Lilly thank goodness you are back! Where have you been? We were worried!

Lilly: Flora I came to become goddess

Flora: It's about time

Back to Starfire you see run to the throne she sits down and hundreds of flowers come out and go into
Lilly's body Star also gates a flower crown on her head

Flora: Look! Out the window!

All the Titans now awake and seeing the commotion look out the window and you see Petal playing in a
field full of every flower imaginable.

Petal: Goddess Lilly! The field is beautiful again!

Lilly: I'm glad

Flora: Say Lilly *looks at her with squinty eyes* any one of these fine men your King, by chance?

Lilly: *Hugging Cyborg* this one is!

Flora: Very nice to meet you I see that sending Lilly to earth was a good idea.

Rob: Yeah she's a member of the Titans

Petal: Mommy! I wanna be a Titan to!



Flora: But dear you're only eight.

Petal: WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA! I WANNA BE A TITAN! WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!

BB: Are you done yet?

Petal:WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!

BB: Tell you what we'll make you a Titan but…

Petal: *sniff* but, but what?

BB: You have to stay here and take care of the…..*whispers to Lilly* um which realm is this?

Lilly: The flower realm

BB: Right the flower realm!

Petal: Really?!

Rob: Really

Robin hands her the communicator and her face instantly lights up.



Petal: Thank you!

Flora: Lilly you must hurry to the fire realm at once! I sense a solider….Fay!

Aqua: Another stupid solider name

Lilly: Quit it

Speed: He's right though

Lilly: Fay is the solider of Illusion she'll make illusions that are so real you can feel them she is very
dangerous.

Speed: Says you

Lilly whacks Speedy over the head with a vine

Cy: Whoa! How did you make a vine out of your hand?

Lilly: I now control the flower essence since Star happens to now be duchess of the flower realm.

Star: What do you mean?

Lilly: If anything happens to me you can either rule the flower realm or give you power to someone who
will do it for you.

Star: Is that why I am wearing the crown of flowers?

Lilly: Precisely

Terra: Can we go kick Fay's butt now please?

Lilly: Yeah. Robin will you please.

Rob: O.K TITANS GO!

To Be Continued…………………………………………………………..



7 - The Fire Realm

At the Fire realm you see not fire but solid black rocks and black mountains also a gray sky.

Lilly: Oh no…..

Speed: Let me guess this place used to be filled with fire.

Lilly: Yes… not even a flame still stands

Fay: That would be because of me.

Lilly: Fay! Traitor!

Fay: Oh come now Lilly, just because you are my sister doesn't mean I have to side with you.

Star: She is your sister?

Lilly: My younger one.

Cy: That is really weird

Fay: Oh contraire! You see Blackfire and I are very lucky to have each other we both have goody two
shoe sisters.

Star: What is a goody two shoe?

Bee: We'll explain later

Fay: There won't be a later!

Fay launches some kind of darkness at the Titans and they are each hurled into a black vortex except
for the Titans East who pass out.

Lilly: *waking up* Where am I? *stands up looks down at herself she is wearing a blue checkered dress*
This dress…

Lilly's Dad: Hey baby! How are you today?

Lilly: Daddy?

Lilly's Dad (I will be referring to him as Dad now): Of course who else would it be?



Mom (Lilly's Mom): * to Dad* Hi honey! *to Lilly* Hello…daughter

Lilly: Mom?

Mom: Who else! Listen your sister is going to be a model! Ha unlike some ugly daughters of mine.

Dad: For the last time just because Fay may be prettier doesn't mean you can put Lilly down! She is our
first child and air to the throne.

Mom: Well that is about to change *pulls out knife*

Lilly's Mom stabs Lilly's Dad killing him she then smiles and approaches Lilly

Mom: Say goodbye Lilly

Lilly: No! Mom stop!

Mom: I will never

Lilly: This is just like before…my life…Fay…Fay! It's an illusion! I'm not afraid anymore! Not afraid!

Lilly is thrown out of the portal she sees Cyborg, BB, Star and the Titans East all awake fighting Fay.

Lilly: Where's Robin?!

Cy: He hasn't come out of the vortex!

Lilly: Stay here I'll get him

Fay: No you won't! He's the Prince of the Fire Realm he will not give you my power!

Lilly runs through the portal dodging Fay's bolt of fire.

In Robin's Dream

Dick: Richard! C'mon were about to perform!

Mary: C'mon honey you love doing this

Rob: Mom? Dad?

Mary: Of course now come on my little Robin time for the show!

Rob: What show?

All three step out into center ring and begin to do their act except Robin.



Suddenly one of the bars snaps and Robin's parents come tumbling down hit the ground and die. Lilly
standing from the sidelines sees this and runs to Robin who is crying.

Lilly: Robin! It's an illusion! Don't be swayed by it!

Rob: Mommy! Daddy! Don't leave!

Lilly: Robin…this happened before. They're gone.

Rob: NO THEY ARE NOT! THEY WILL WAKE UP! THEY WILL!

Lilly slaps Robin, and Robin stares at her.

Lilly: They died O.K. If they hadn't would you be a Titan? Would you have met Starfire?

Rob: No

Lilly: Right. Now lets get out of this nightmare. You are the Prince of the Fire Realm just walk past Fay
and sit on the throne.

Rob: O.K

They both are spit out of the vortex

Star: (forgetting about the fight) Robin! (Runs over and hugs him) You are unharmed!

Rob: Yeah…listen Star I have to go and sit on the throne so Lilly can get her fire power O.K

Star: Yes be careful

Robin walks out in front of Fay as she shoots fireballs at him he easily doges them goes and sits on the
throne. A red light shoots from the throne and goes into Lilly She now has a white rose in her hair from
before and is now wearing white high-heeled boots with flames on them. Robin's cape is now red on the
outside and orange on the inside with yellow seems.

Fay: No! My Power it's draining! Help me!

Fay then disappears.

Rob: So am I like what Star is except I'm fire?

Lilly: Yeah

Speed: Hey I have a question

Lilly: Shoot



Speed: If Robin is the prince of the fire realm what is Hot Spot, and if there is a water realm what would
Aqua lad be?

Lilly: Well Hot Spot is one that this planet chose to have those powers, and controlling water is in Aqua
Lad's blood since he's from Atlantis. So the planet chooses it's realm rulers it's not based on what
powers you have.

Speed: Thanks.

Lilly: Hey you guys there's trouble in the Storm realm

Rob: O.K Titans Go!



8 - The Storm Realm

They arrive at the storm realm and you see a blonde girl with a purple sweater and jeans sitting in back
of a tall man who is wearing jeans and a white spandex top.

Lilly: Jack!

Jack: Yes…I know before you go off on a rant about how I betrayed your precious planet first let me show
you how we are going to fight.

Jack motions to the blonde girl

Sarah (the blonde girl): Cyborg, help me!

Cy: Sarah!

Lilly: You know her!?

Cy: She was my girlfriend.

Lilly: Oh

Jack: Well if you fight me then you have to sacrifice Sarah if you don't you won't get the power of Storm.

Lilly: Where are Thunder and Lightning?

All Titans: WHAT YOU KNOW THEM?!

Lilly: They rule this realm

Rob: Then which one of us is the prince or princess?

Lilly: Raven. But she's duchess.

Rav: (sarcastically) Yeah

Lilly: Raven I need you to sit on the throne behind Jack we'll distract him.

Rav: Umm O.K

Lilly: Listen Jack I have a idea

Jack: Why should I listen to you?



Lilly: `Cause I know that when you were a little boy in this realm you were so afraid of storms that you
wet you bed every night.

Jack: (face flushed) What that's preposterous!

Terra: Don't think so I mean your face is red.

Jack: Fine…think what you want but no ideas just fighting!

Jack lunges an attack at Lilly. It hits her dead on sending her sliding across the ground. Robin then
throws a birdarang at Jack followed by one of Speedy's arrows. Jack doges both of them. Raven
meanwhile is making her way to the throne.

Cy: (helping Lilly up) Listen Lilly that girl is Sarah my girlfriend I think the reason I cheated on you was
because I still love her.

Lilly: Oh…well I guess then were over

Cy: Yeah sorry

Lilly: You'll be sorry if we don't save her sorry butt! `Cause if were over I want you to at least have a gf!

Cy: gf?

Lilly: Girl Friend!

Cy: Right

Raven has now reached the throne and sits on it a purple mist shrouds her and Jack disappears Raven
now has a genie type veil that is purple with gold beads around it.

Thunder: Oh thank you Lilly for saving our realm

Lightning: We are most grateful

Sarah: Cyborg thank goodness!

Sarah runs over and hugs Cyborg and then they begin to kiss Lilly gets a anime sweat drop and the rest
avert their eyes.

Lilly: O.k. O.k. lovebirds. What do you say to me?

Sarah: Oh thank you very much! After Victor left I thought I'd never see him again!

Cy: Umm you shouldn't say my real name



Terra: Victor?

BB: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! AND THEY THOUGHT GARFEILD WAS BAD!

Rob: Shouldn't we get to the next realm?

Lilly: Yeah Sarah come with us.

Sarah: But I don't have any powers.

Lilly: Did that stop Robin?

Sarah I guess not.

To Be Continued……………………………………………………………….



9 - Short Meaningful Walk to the Water Realm

Scene set the Titans are walking to the Water Realm and so Lilly starts to talk to Cyborg.

Lilly: So Sarah you and Cyborg are sweethearts?

Sarah: Yeah… I really love him

Cy: I love her

Lilly: Cool so I guess were just friends.

Cy: Yeah

BB: Hey Lilly! Umm which realm's king am I

Lilly: You're a prince first of all and you control the Water realm

BB: That's next on our list right?

Lilly: Yep

BB: SWEET!

As BB jumps for joy the Titans East and Terra hang back

Bee: It makes me sick

Speed: What does?

Bee: Look at them up their all close friends, we are just always on the outside.

Aqua: Yeah. I should be the prince of the water realm.

M y M: Si

Terra: You guys they've been together since day one of course their close, and Aqualad Lilly told me
being from Atlantis is cooler.

Aqua: Right



Bee: But don't we get a little recognition?

Terra: Yeah I mean Lilly keeps telling me about this thing you'll have to do

Bee: What?

Terra: I'm sworn to secrecy!

Bee: Great

You go to Raven who is walking near BB

BB: Hey Raven?

Rav: What?

BB: Did you ever have a crush on me?

Rav: *blushing* Why would you think that?

BB: Just `cause

Rav: O.K I did…but then I had this HUMONGOUS crush on Aqualad

BB: Oh well before Terra I had a crush on you to

Rav: Really? Why?

BB: You were so distant and as I got to know you better I thought you were amazing! But then I fell in
love with Terra.

Rav: Love works in weird ways

BB: Yeah

Rav: BB?

BB: Yeah

Rav: Tell anyone about this conversation and I'll go Trigon on your sorry green butt.

BB: Putting it that way…I won't

Rav: Thanks

BB: Raven?



Rav: What?

BB: If you ever need someone…I have great shoulders to cry on

Rav: *giggles* Thanks again

You go to Cyborg, Robin, Starfire and Lilly

Cy: So! In conclusion, Hot Spot is a wonderful candidate for a boyfriend.

Rob: You know you wanna

Star: I believe I should say “Go for it!”…………Or you could date the mustard!

Lilly: I think I'll go solo…Hey! We're here!

To Be Continued………………………………………………………….



10 - The Water Realm

As you enter the water realm you see barren land and dry dirt with what looks like a waterfall.

Lilly: This is the water realm

BB: I'm the prince of this dump?!

Lilly: It's much prettier if it was wet.

Aqua: Here I'll try to summon some water

Aqualad try to summon water stops and falls to the ground

Aqua: My powers are useless here. I can't even stand.

Lilly: Raven stay here and watch Aqualad

Rav: O.K

Lilly: Who is the one who has plagued this land?

Red X: Me

Rob: What!?

Red X: Yeah me. Blackfire called. I thought I'd help her take you all out.

Lilly: Right. Um that's not gonna happen

Red X: *walking closer* Oh yeah

Lilly: *standing her ground* Try me

Red X flings an “X” at Lilly's head she whips out a vine and slices it in two then trips Red X.

Lilly: BB go sit on the throne.

BB: You got it!

Red X: I won't be defeated that easily!

Red X lunges into the air so does Lilly she can't fly though so she hooks a vine onto his foot and gets up



that way she tries to punch him but he doges easily and cuts off her vine she starts to fall towards a
endless hole that used to be a lake.

Lilly: Help!

Lilly grabs on to the edge of the hole and is dangling. Red X looks at her.

Red X: *thinks* She is quite pretty…who am I kidding she's hot! Uh I'm gonna regret this!

Red X goes down and saves her as he pulls her up she falls on top of him.

Lilly: *blushing* umm why did you save me?

Red X: Couldn't let a pretty little thing like you go to waste.

Red X then lifts up his mask slightly and kisses her on the cheek.

Lilly: *mad* what the heck!

Lilly then sends out some fire and burns him on the butt he goes soaring through the air flame on his
butt.

Lilly: Jerk

BB meanwhile has sat on the throne a blue mist surrounds him and Lilly. Lilly comes out with a white
rose *from the flower realm* with white boots with flames on them *fire realm* a purple bracelet with a
huge amethyst in the middle *storm realm* and now the bottom of her dress has sparkly blue waves
from the water realm. BB has a blue belt middle and the water realm fills to the top with water except for
the islands which have now big palm trees and the sun has come out making it a tropical paradise.

BB: Cool! This realm rocks!

BB puts on sunglasses and lies down basking in the sun.

Lilly: *still thinking about Red X* that jerk! *blushes* was kinda cute though…*comes back to earth* stop
it!

Aqua: Wow I feel much better!

Cy: And look this place is great!

Rob: Yeah it's like a perfect date spot!

Star: *looking at Robin* agreed!

Robin and Star look at each other and blush



Sarah: Cy…we should go here for a date! *hugs him*

Cy: Why not?

Rav: Hey Lilly! Shouldn't we get to the next realm?

Lilly: Right it's the last one the wind realm, it's a long boat ride there.

BB: Boat?

Lilly: Nah yacht!

To Be Continued……………………………………………………….



11 - The Yacht

On the yacht driven by one of the water spirits the Titans are on the deck Lilly standing off to the
sidelines. Speedy notices something is wrong and walks over to her.

Lilly: *thinks* I can't believe he kissed me on the cheek….why am I even thinking about it? Do I like this
guy? I can't I'm a good guy not a villain!

Speed: Hey what's the matter?

Lilly: Just contemplating some complicated things

Speed: Well you should do that with the rest of us while we are having fun.

Lilly: *giggles* O.K

Lilly goes to have fun with the Titans and you go to Blackfire on her throne telling Red X off.

Black: You SAVED HER! You were supposed to KILL HER!

Red X: But I like her *thinks* wait I'm not supposed to like her…WHAT'S HAPPINING TO ME?!

Black: Listen your one of the only people who have stayed alive during this whole thing. I'll give you one
more chance if you fail you will either die or become severely wounded. GOT IT?!

Red X: Yes *thinks* But…I don't want to…STOP IT YOU'RE EVIL! NOT GOOD!

The Titans go into the yacht and go into their rooms Lilly doing research in the small living room.

Rob: Wow Lilly I mean I was obsessed with Slade but this is ridiculous

Lilly: You're telling me you don't want to know who Red X is.

Rob: No but I mean you've been doing DNA samples…do you like this guy?

Lilly: *blushing* What would give you that kind of idea?

Rob: You're face is red

Lilly: So?

Rob: Listen Lilly it's in your best interest not to get involved even if you like him O.K?



Lilly: Yeah thanks

Rob: No problem well I'm gonna hit the sack

Lilly: I'll be to bed soon

Soon after she hears screams from every room and out comes Red X, all the titans crawl out of their
rooms partially paralyzed, Red X flings an X at Lilly she narrowly doges the X slicing her arm. Her
shoulder begins to bleed.

Lilly: Ha! You only cut me

Red X: Too bad it's a boomerang

Lilly: What?

The X flies back stabbing her in the back then swinging around and slitting her face. A trickle of blood
comes out of her cheek and her white dress is stained with blood in the back and on the arm.

Lilly: Heh…you got me. *she faints*

Rob: Lilly!

Cyborg already having it worn off runs and attaches that thing in the doctor's office that shows your
heartbeat. It beeps slowly.

Cy: She's still got a heart beat.

Rob: We need bandages

Star: We must hurry!

BB: C'mon we're losing her!

Rob: *goes up to Red X angry* If she goes I'll kill you!

Red X: Whatever

Rob: Don't you care?

Red X: No she's just a girl

Rob: But she's my friend *clenches fists* you have no right to take her away!

Red X: *yelling angrily* Listen! For me it was kill or be killed! I don't want my life taken away!

Rob: So should you try to take the life of another? And more importantly of a girl who likes you! *realizing



what he said* umm I mean she is a good person!

Cy: She's suffering from blood loss I need to give blood type test to everyone so she can get more blood
in her system.

BB: Well we should start!

All the Titans take the blood test and then force Red X to take it too.

Cy: She needs blood type B negative and only Red X has it.

Red X: No…I won't

Star: Oh please! Our friend is dying!

Red X: No she has to suffer

Rob: Just because Blackfire said so?!

Red X: Yep

Lilly: *struggling to get up* please…

Star: Friend you are to injured to get out of bed!

Lilly: please? I need the blood. I've been dead before…I don't want to die again *grabs his shoulder* I
don't want to die…*faints*

Red X………

Rob: C'mon

Bee: *flies up to him* Listen Red rover don't make me come over and kick you're sorry butt

Red X: Fine

Cyborg hooks him up to Lilly

Cy: You have to stay there for the night

Red X: Fine

Later that night Red X is still awake looking at Lilly

Red X: *thinks* Man I'm gonna get in so much trouble! Blackfire will kill me…still Lilly is pretty and a
good person and she…



Red X leans in to kiss her but she rolls over and grabs his mask

Red X: *thinks* Oh crud! If I move my mask gets pulled off. If I don't well… *Red X pulls away, reveling
his face. He has light brown hair, tan skin and the lightest blue eyes the shade of a robin's egg* (note: I
have no idea what he actually looks like but I thought he'd look cool this way.)

Red X: *thinks* Oh man! I can't let them see me! Wait! Where is it! I swear it was right there. But if I
move Lilly won't have my blood!

Lilly: *waking up* Red X?

Red X: *turning away* Um hi

Lilly: What's this? *pulls out mask* wait if I have the mask then…oh my lord

Red X: Yeah oh my lord is right now give it back!

Lilly: *giggles* You have to show me your face first

Red X: What!

Lilly: You heard me

Red X: No absolutely not!

Lilly: Fine then I'll just call Robin in now

Red X: I'm already saving your life don't ask for more

Lilly: You wouldn't be in this position if you didn't try to kill me before

Red X: Just gimme the mask

Lilly: You have to show me your face

Red X: Fine *turns around* now give it to me

Lilly: Hey was that so hard?

Red X: Yes *takes mask and puts it back on*

Lilly: Oh my blood level is normal. You can go now I know how to detach us *detaches them* there you
can go if you wanna

Red X: And get killed by Blackfire? I'd rather be stuck with a bunch of heroes

Lilly: Well since you're staying…why did you kiss me?



Red X: `Cause I like you…why did you set my butt on fire?

Lilly: C'mon that was pretty funny

Red X: Not when you're the one who has their butt up in flames

Lilly: A girl's gotta do what a girl's gotta do

Red X: Yeah right

Lilly: Hey don't take it like that. I…

Red X: You what?

Lilly: I kinda like you

Red X: This is very strange

Lilly: Yeah…hey listen even though we kind of like each other we shouldn't get involved

Red X: Yeah that's a good idea…could we go out once?

Lilly: No

Yacht Driver: Miss Lilly! We have arrived at the wind realm

Lilly: Hey! Rise and shine! C'mon we're here!

To Be Continued…………………………………………………… 



12 - The Last Chapter

The Titans, Titans East, Lilly and Red X get off of the yacht and enter the Wind realm. The sky is black
and purple the ground is gray gravel. You see Blackfire sitting on the throne wearing a necklace with a
flower, cloud, wave, flame and swirl (looking like wind).

Lilly: Blackfire! Surrender now we've got you out numbered!

Black: Well I've got you out powered!

Lilly: Cyborg! You are the prince of the wind realm go get on that throne! Hurry!

Blackfire lunges at Lilly but Red X blocks her

Black: Red X! You traitor!

Red X: Whatever

Black: What do you mean whatever? I'm going to kill you!

Blackfire and Red X go off and fight, Red X throws countless Xs but Blackfire brushes them away as if
they are nothing then Blackfire makes some instant cage and puts Red X in it.

Black: A wind container, from the power of wind with this necklace Lilly is powerless!

Lilly: Oh no that's the essence necklace it controls every essence meaning if she wants to she can make
the whole world or even universe come to destruction!

Rav: Not as bad a Trigon

Lilly: Yeah you're right she's 100 times worse

BB: We are in deep crud

Lilly: Pretty much

Blackfire makes more containers and then Terra goes and gets many rocks and throws them all at her
Blackfire merely uses her vine power to crush them then puts her in one of the containers, BB wanting to
protect Terra turned into a pterodactyl and tried to get Terra out but Blackfire hit BB with a fire ball and
he is to imprisoned, Starfire flies up to Blackfire and throws many starbolts at her Blackfire unfazed by
them takes her by the neck and throws her into a cage, Robin obviously wanting to help Star tried to get
her with his grappling hook but Blackfire got him to and Raven trying to help gets trapped, Cyborg still
running to the throne Blackfire throwing different attacks at him. Aqualad then having water rides up on a



wave and gets Raven out of the cage the wave ceases and Aqualad falls on top of Raven

Aqua: *blushing* Uh sorry

Rav: *blushing* It's O.K

Blackfire then puts them in one big cage. Speedy fires some arrows but they are all melted by Blackfire
and he is then put in a cage. Bee shrinks down and buzzes around Blackfire distracting her until
Blackfire slaps her and puts her in a cage.

Lilly: Mas y Menos! Grab Cyborg and take him to the throne hurry!

M y M: Mas y Menos si podemos!

Mas and Menos go and grab Cyborg and start taking him up the throne. Blackfire notices and fires at
them, Lilly then jumps in front to save him and is then hit.

Black: You stupid girl! That was my poison ivy sting wherever it hits that is where you get infected.

Lilly begins to look deathly falls but suddenly gets a look of realization and stands up face looking
depressed with tears running down her cheeks eyes bloodshot yet face still angry.

Lilly: You're forgetting

Black: What?

Lilly: *a light shining around her* That I was born on this planet. *light growing* I am the one who
deserves that necklace *floating* I am the true goddess! Not you! *light growing and floating higher than
Blackfire* I do not like the way you have enslaved this planet…I do not like you…and if you think! Or even
DREAM about hurting my friends you're WRONG!

Blackfire is now looking up at her in utter amazement

Lilly: Nothing to say in you're defense? Then I wish you gone! So you can never cause Earth, Tameran
or the Essence Planet any harm again!

Lilly summons a huge amount of light

Lilly: Cyborg! Go!

Cyborg reaches the throne and sits on it Mas and Menos run back down and start to free everyone.

Lilly: I summon the power of the flame, wave, leaves, storm and wind to blow away this evil!

Lilly throws a gigantic amount of light at Blackfire and she disappears. Lilly floats down the necklace
attaches itself to her neck; Cyborg now has two sparkling shoulder pads with wave marks on them. Lilly
now is wearing a sleeveless dress its white with rainbow ribbons coming off of the top of the dress. The



bottom is full and her hair is pulled up in a bun with white roses around her head the necklace shining
brightly.

Rob: Wow

Cy: You look…

BB: Different

Rav: Are you still…

Star: You?

Terra: Hello?

Lilly: …

Bee: Lilly?

M y M: ke?

Speed: Umm

Aqua: Are you O.K?

Lilly turns around

Red X: C'mon say something

Sarah: Please?

Lilly: *serious* Well…*smiles big* WE DID IT!

All: YEAH! WOO WHOO!

They all grab Lilly and throw her up and down in the air after a little while they put her down.

Lilly: I'm a goddess now!

Cy: Wait does that mean you have to stay here?

Red X: Does it?

The Titans faces turn to sadness

Lilly: Unfortunately yes



BB; But

Terra: We don't want you to be here

Lilly: I'm sorry it's my duty

Suddenly Flora appears

Flora: Lilly you should go

Lilly: But who will take care of the planet?

Flora: Silly, I can!

Lilly: Oh that's right!

Flora: Well if you're going to fight crime were gonna need to take you clothes shopping

Lilly: O.K!

Lilly and Flora disappear for a few seconds then come back with Flora wearing Lilly's outfit and Lilly
wearing jeans and a white tank-top with flames coming up from the bottom.

Cy: Brings back memories

Lilly: Kinda the point

Red X: Hey Lilly?

Lilly: Yeah

Red X: If I become good will you go out with me?

Lilly: It's up to Robin

Rob: Well…*smiles* Why not?

Red X: Yes!

Lilly: But where will I live?

Rob: You're gonna live in the Tower with us

Lilly: Cool! Titans Go Home!

Red X: So alls well that ends well



Lilly: Yeah… *after all the titans walk away to herself*And I'm gonna be happy…for once in my life

The End

O.K I need ideas for a new script so yeah!
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